PSHE Autumn 2 Respect – Wk 1
Citizenship/Well-being. Autumn 2. Week 1 Respect-Manners
Outcome. I understand the importance of good manners.
Resources
Chime
Sugar paper for pledge
Materials for flowers

Vocabulary
Manners
Respect
Consideration
Courtesy
Polite
Share
Take turns

Teaching and Learning.
Circle time
Greet my neighbour. Children to walk around the room. Adult to call
out ‘Greet’. Children to stop and make a positive greeting to the
person next to them.

How did the greetings
make you feel?
What was your greeting?

Mindfulness
Remind children that in order to learn we need to be calm. Children to
sit in a comfortable position and close their eyes. Adult to ring a
chime. Children to breathe normally listening to the chime. Open eyes Are we calm and ready to
when no longer can hear chime.
learn?
Tell me
Watch Penelope is Polite
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nQyR_BvbgXQ
What did Penelope do to
be polite?
Good Manners Matter.
Courtesy, politeness or having good manners are all about respecting
others and yourself. Showing mutual (British Values). Good manners Do you want others to be
mean behaving in an acceptable way. Good manners show respect
polite and to show you
and consideration for others. Good manners help you to have better
respect?
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relationships with others.
Partner talk or as a group:
What would you say if you wanted something?
What would you say if you are given something?
What would you say if you hurt someone?
What would you say if someone hurt themselves?
What would you do if you wanted something someone else is playing
with?
Your words are powerful-choose them carefully.
Link to Show me Five rules.
Reflection
YR-Adult to scribe class pledge for good manners using children’s
ideas.
YR 1- Make a class pledge. Make flowers demonstrating good
manners for display.
YR 2-Children to write a good manners pledge in well-being books. ‘I
pledge to use good manners by……’ then give 3 examples of good
manners.

Can you think of a time
today when you have
used good manners?

Where do we need to
show good manners?

